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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks for that intro, Marjorie. Thanks to you all for coming to a talk in a session so late in the afternoon. My name is Emily and today I’ll be talking about a project that’s part science, part restoration, and part social experiment....



Grazing vs wild salmon habitat 
is a contentious issue

But maybe cows vs. wild salmon isn’t a 
zero-sum game after all

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s no secret to anyone in this room that grazing is a contentious land management issue in the interior Columbia Basin, where prime cattle grazing spots often directly overlaps with sensitive habitat for wild salmon and steelhead. It sometimes seems like there is near constant conflict over this issue. It’s often all too easy for us, the river restorationists and conservationists, to demonize all grazing and people who practice it. Whatever you think of grazing, I am willing to bet you don’t think of it as something helpful to stream restoration.Maybe, just maybe, it doesn’t always have to be fish vs. cows. 



State of the science:
Exclude cows = improve streams

images: http://www.ualberta.ca/~ahamann/teaching/renr480/projects2008/janet/introduction.html
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Partially born out of this land management conflict, there is a huuuuuge body of research, spanning back decades, demonstrating the ill effects of overgrazing on streams and riparian areas, and also demonstrating that when cattle are excluded, riparian areas and streams often regenerate speedily. Often the effects of excluding cattle are shown like this: [photo]– on one side of the fence is ruined stream habitat, and on the cow-free side of the fence is a fish paradise. 



Cows + streams?? THE HORROR!

Riparian grazing:
Not an oxymoron. 

images: http://www.jamesriverbasin.com/action/work-archive/show-yards-neighborhoods-farms-ranches-smynfr-319-grant/
http://www.wolfenotes.com/2009/10/get-the-cows-out-of-the-stream/; 
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The assumption that many people make—partially because we see a lot of photos like these–  is that cows + streams is an automatic recipe for disaster, no matter what the grazing management regime or conditions. That’s the message I heard over and over in my training as a freshwater ecologist, anyway. Today I’m going to ask you to entertain an idea that might make you a little uncomfortable....what if you didn’t have to exclude cows from streams, and you could still have healthy streams? So today I’ll be exploring the idea that riparian grazing is not an oxymoron. 

http://www.jamesriverbasin.com/action/work-archive/show-yards-neighborhoods-farms-ranches-smynfr-319-grant/
http://www.wolfenotes.com/2009/10/get-the-cows-out-of-the-stream/


images: Museum at Warm Springs; Brian Cochran; 
http://www.opb.org/news/article/warm-springs-salmon-program-monitors-spawning-nests/ 

Dipnetting at Celilo Falls, 1909

Salmon bakes past 
(1967) and present 
(2012)
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Let’s back up and explain how we got here. I work for the CTWS. How are tribes involved in the cow-salmon debate? Since time immemorial, the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs have been stewards of the natural resources within their traditional territories.  Salmon fisheries were and are a key cultural and economic resource for the Tribes. Today, they co-manage these resources using cutting edge science, right alongside Federal agencies. 



boundaries of their ceded lands, which 
appear here in grey. The reservation is 

in pink. 
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The Tribes’ ceded lands in Oregon are seen in here in grey– the reservation lands are in pink. The ceded lands encompass the John Day basin, a river with no dams or hatcheries that serves as an important stronghold for wild anadromous fish. The Tribes own several parcels of conservation land on the eastern edge of their ceded lands, within the John Day basin. These parcels were acquired in 2001 and 2002 to help secure a future of healthy salmon fisheries. We know that the limiting factor for salmon populations in the John Day is lack of high quality rearing habitat for juvenile salmon, which we can closely tie to habitat degradation from years of agricultural use and especially grazing. 
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Presentation Notes
Today I’ll be talking about the Forrest Conservation Area near the headwaters of the upper mainstem John Day River, in rural, remote Grant County.



1. Restore habitat for wild 
anadromous fish–

especially for juveniles

Goals for the conservation areas:

images: John McMillan,
http://www.grantesd.k12.or.us 

2. Work with the local way 
of life, not against it

3. Use #2 to accomplish #1
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Agriculture, particularly ranching, is a way of life in rural Grant County. Since acquiring land in Grant County with the aim of restoring salmon habitat, the Tribes knew that it would be important to work to build trust with the local community. To succeed in our conservation objectives in the John Day basin, we needed to work with the local worldview, not against it, so we decided to find a way to incorporate sustainable, managed grazing into our conservation plan. We’ve been leasing our land to local ranchers for grazing since acquiring the properties.



Result of decades of 
season-long grazing

Bank erosion, slumping

Channel ‘dished out’ and over-widened—
mostly homogeneous habitat

Lack of deep-rooted 
sedges, rushes to 
stabilize bank
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All of that aside, When the Tribes acquired the FCA in 2001, there were definitely some issues that needed to be addressed to help us achieve our conservation goals. The riparian areas looked like this as a result of sixty years of overgrazing by the previous owner: pretty sad. The first thing we did after acquiring this property was to fence the entire riparian corridor to keep cattle out. 



Exclosures work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our goal with exclosure was to allow the riparian corridor to regenerate without grazing pressure, while we continued to graze the surrounding pastures.It worked! Here are a series of photos taken from just after the properties were acquired, around 2001, and from the same spots, just nine years later in 2010 As you can see, the regeneration was swift. 



Convincing >50 miles’ worth of private landowners to voluntarily 
give up access to productive riparian forage via fencing= 

Probably not going to happen

Instead– what about showing that riparian grazing can 
be done well?

Conservation areas as test case
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Well, that’s a great success story, but once we got done patting ourselves on the back we started thinking....We can exclose our 1.2 mile stretch of river all we want, but it’s a pretty small piece of the puzzle– if our aim is to restore watershed processes at a larger scale that help improve juvenile salmon habitat and survival in the upper John Day, we need to move beyond our land boundaries.But as you can see by looking at a map of land ownership in the upper John Day valley.....almost all of the valley is under private land ownership, in white. And the vast majority of these small-time landowners aren’t going to voluntarily exclose their riparian areas because it represents a financial loss. Even if they do agree to fence off the river, they’ll put the fence as close to the river as they can to avoid losing pasture. And we know that the smaller the riparian buffer created, the less effective an exclosure is at restoring vegetation and stream morphology.  So trying to duplicate our success via the same strategies across the basin was likely a no-go. We wanted to see if landowners could graze their land without exclosures, and still end up managing the resource for the benefit of salmon.  So we decided to use our conservation area as a test case for this idea, and we made the controversial decision to begin a riparian grazing program. [[Text on page?]]



Why graze the riparian?

• Control invasive species
• Increase nutrient cycling and decrease thatch 
promote forage growth and quality

• Better utilization of whole landscape
• No lost access to valuable forage
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So if exclosures are so miraculous, and in our case have worked so well in such a short amount of time.....we must be crazy to put cows back in there, right? I’ve already explained some of the cultural and social reasons we started this program, but there are ecological ones as well.Exclosing an area for a short time can be a great way to jump-start natural regeneration, in the long term it is not always the silver bullet solution. Complete exclosure can result in takeover by undesirable invasives, like reed canarygrass, but having grazing present can help keep invasives at bay. Grazing, if done right, can also promote forage quality for cattle AND wildlife. Allowing cattle to graze the riparian can stave off overuse of other parts of the landscape like uplands. And, from a practical, financial standpoint, the rancher isn’t losing access to what is often the most productive forage on his or her property. If riparian grazing is done well, after a month or two you shouldn’t be able to tell that a riparian area ever had cows in it. 



Ungrazed soils in a nearby, similar river system could store 
121,000 liters of water per hectare more than soils in grazed meadows 

(Kauffman et al. 2004). 
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Of course, the potential ecological case against riparian grazing is equally as strong. Keeping cows out of the riparian is dramatically effective at restoring infiltration rates and water holding capacity of soils. In one nearby river, exclosed meadows stored 121,000 L of water per hectare more than grazed meadows. Drought and climate change = we’ll need more water storage for healthy streams, healthy fisheries, AND productive agricultureHowever, the Kauffman study and many, many others on the topic of why exclosure works looked at two simple categories of land management: ungrazed and grazed riparian meadows-- without differentiating between types of grazing regime (heavy vs light). We wanted to know– could the style of grazing management make the difference? 



Our goal: Point the way

The Tribes strive to have the conservation areas serve as models 
for land management in the Upper John Day Basin. 
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We want to demonstrate that river restoration and traditional agricultural uses of the land CAN be compatible, and mutually beneficial. We set our riparian areas on the path to restoration via cattle exclosure. Now, could we reintroduce cattle without re-degrading the riparian? 



Questions
1. Will grazing change structure/function of 

soils in riparian pastures? 
Can we....
2. maintain continued natural regeneration of 

woody species?
3. maintain natural regen. of deep-rooted, soil-

stabilizing riparian plants?
4.  use cows to help decrease invasive reed 

canarygrass?
5.  maintain bank stability, channel narrowing? 
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Our study questions with this program are numerous, but mainly address if we can maintain different aspects of the natural regeneration currently underway. We also want to know if reintroducing grazing will change the structure and function of soils in our riparian areas. This is the portion of our program I’ll be focusing on today. 



The secret to a good riparian 
grazing plan: Timing

image:www.american-lawns.com
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So how did we go about developing our riparian grazing plan? Just like comedy, the secret to successful riparian grazing is timing.This diagram is the typical growth curve of a cool-season grass (such as we have here in Oregon) over the year. As you can see, the plants grow a lot in spring, go dormant in the heat of summer, grow some more in fall, and go dormant again in winter. Because of this cycle, if you want healthy riparian plants year after year– you can’t hammer them with grazing all year round. You have to give them time to bounce back and regrow. So one good strategy might be to graze just in late spring......giving plants time to recoup over summer and fall. Or you might graze in fall...... giving plants time to recoup in winter/spring. Depending on conditions, you might even be able to pull off grazing in spring AND fall. What you don’t want to do is season-long grazing in the riparian– just letting cows have their way with it all year round. 



“Traditional” pastures on Tribal 
Conservation Area

“Traditional” pastures on Tribal 
Conservation Area
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Before we let cows back in, we set up three riparian pastures and one control pasture on our conservation area, all approximately the same size. The yellow line you see there is the fence, and just outside the riparian pastures (formerly exclosed) are what I am calling our ‘traditional’ pastures, grazed on a rest rotation system nearly year round. 2016 will mark the third year since grazing was first reintroduced to these pastures. We begin our deferred-rotation system in late spring. About 100 heifers start in one riparian pasture, then 7-12 days later move to the next, and then to the next.



Soil Study

Select paired plots 
(Riparian– Traditionally grazed, n pairs =7)
Infiltration rate

What is the water storage capacity of the soil?
Bulk density

How compacted is the soil from hoof action?
Root biomass

Does management type mean differences in root 
growth? 
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We partnered with NRCS to put together a study on soil health and function, which started in 2013– the year before cows were reintroduced to the riparian area. We set up paired study plots in each riparian pasture....each pair consisting of a plot in the traditionally-grazed pasture and one just over the fence in the riparian pasture. Every 1-2 years, beginning in 2013, we sample the following indicators in these plots:Infiltration rate– how fast does a set amount of water sink into a set volume of soil? Ultimately, this can tell us, what is the water storage capacity of the soil? Bulk density– how compacted is the soil from hoof action or other disturbance? Higher bulk density numbers indicate more compaction, less pore space, and lower water holding capacities, Root biomass– do management types differ in productivity of roots? Cattle grazing might break up roots or compact soil, prohibiting their growth. This would lead to less pore space and less infiltration and bank stability.So root biomass and bulk density are two metrics that might be able to help us explain the third metric, infiltration rate, by linking it to grazing. 



Average infiltration rate: 
Riparian pastures had much faster infiltration, 

even after two seasons of grazing

Prior to reintroduction of 
cattle in riparian

After two seasons of grazing 
in riparian

SLOW

FAST

SLOW

FAST

‘Traditional’ pasture
Riparian pasture
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Now on to some of our preliminary results.Keep in mind we only have two years of data so far– 2013, prior to reintroduction of cattle, and 2015, after two seasons of light grazing. Let’s orient you to these plots..... These are boxplots showing the differences in infiltration rate between traditionally-grazed pasture (red) and riparian pasture (blue). On the left we have 2013 data, pre-reintorduction of cows. On the right, we have 2015 data, after two seasons of light grazing in the riparian (and continued traditional grazing in pastures). The thick black line in each box represents the mean of each sample; boxes themselves represent the upper and lower 25% of the data around the mean; and the whiskers represent the range. When you see open circles, those are outliers. In both 2013 and 2015, mean infiltration rates between traditionally-grazed and riparian pastures were significantly different (p<0.05)– traditionally-grazed pastures had very slow infiltration and riparian pastures had, on average, much faster infiltration. Remember, slow infiltration can be a signal of soil compaction and poor water storage.....fast infiltration can indicate the opposite. We also tested for a change within treatments over time, to detect if reintroduction of grazing was causing changes to infiltration in the riparian zone. So far, two years of light grazing doesn’t seem to have altered this important ecosystem function.  



Prior to reintroduction of cattle After two seasons of 
grazing in riparian

Bulk density: Riparian pastures have a greater range of 
compaction levels, but trend toward less compaction

More compacted

Less compacted Less compacted

More compacted

‘Traditional’ pasture
Riparian pasture
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Bulk density, a measure of compaction, might be able to explain our infiltration results if it showed that riparian pastures were less compacted; we might be able to link that to less hoof action from cattle. But, as it turns out, that’s not really what the data suggest. Again, on the left we have 2013 data from prior to cattle reintroduction. On the right we have 2015 data from after two seasons of light grazing.On the top we have data from the deep soil later.On the bottom we have data from the shallow soil layer. [[swtich this]]What you’ll notice is that although a matched paired t-test showed that most of the time there wasn’t a significant difference in compaction between management types..... (with the exception of shallow layer 2013).... visually, the data suggest otherwise. The data are somewhat ambivalent, but it seems like the trend indicates riparian areas may tend toward less soil compaction. More sampling may help clarify this. 



Prior to reintroduction of cattle After two seasons of 
grazing in riparian

Root biomass: No significant difference 
between management types

More roots

Fewer roots

More roots

Fewer roots

‘Traditional’ pasture
Riparian pasture
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And finally, our results for root biomass....another metric that might help explain our infiltration results by providing a mechanism for better or worse infiltration. But they are even more ambivalent. Again, pre-cow-reintroduction is on the left......after reintroduction is on the right. Matched paired t-tests reveal that we have no statistical evidence yet to suggest that root biomasses are different between riparian and traditional pastures. 



Why do riparian areas show 
significantly faster infiltration rates....

but not significantly less compaction or more root 
biomass, which would explain the infiltration results? 

Presenter
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Infiltration rates and, by extension, water storage,are much better in the riparian pastures,. However, the two metrics we picked to help explain infiltration by way of a mechanism, bulk density and root biomass, both had ambivalent results. Why? This is a mystery I hope to explain with future sampling!These traditional pastures are flood irrigated, and flood irrigation tends to encourage growth of plant roots right at the surface, because that’s where all the water is. This can result in a very compact, very root bound layer at the surface, which in turn results in water pooling, lower soil porosity, and poor drainage.....but lots and lots of root biomass in the layer we sampled. And in fact, we saw evidence of such a rootbound layer in many of our traditional pasture soil samples. So the two metrics we’re using aren’t capturing the results of grazing maangement, but they may be capturing the results of differences in irrigation management. In the future we’d like to address this. 



What have we learned so far?
Cattle reintroduction has not catalyzed a 
departure from ‘restored’ conditions.....

but grazing management matters

Can we have our cows and our Chinook? Maybe!

Presenter
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What have we learned from this project which is really just in its infancy?After two years of riparian grazing, soil condition and function doesn’t show any sign of decline. Cattle reintroduction doesn’t seem to have catalyzed a departure from ‘restored’ condtions. But I do want to emphasize that our grazing management matters. We didn’t just open up the gates and yell YeeHaw! We did a lot of careful planning about stocking rates and monitoring. Management may have made all the difference in our results.So– can we have our cows and our Chinook, too? so far, yes!



What’s next? 
• Repeat soil surveys annually
• Rigorous assessment of vegetation, bank 

stability trends to begin in 2016
• Re-assess project in 2019
• Share results with local community

Presenter
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What’s next for our riparian grazing program?We plan to repeat the soil surveys annually, to see if we can detect if the riparian pastures are changing through time with additional grazing.A rigorous assessment of vegetation and bank stability metrics will begin this summer. I’d be happy to discuss the details of that with anyone who is curious.We’ll reassess the whole project in 2019 and evaluate its success at achieving our conservation goals.Finally, and maybe most importantly, we’ll share these results with the local community. 



Questions?

Thanks to the following folks for your support and 
expertise:

Aaron Roth, NRCS John Day 
Stan Winther, NRCS John Day
Kurt Moffit, NRCS Redmond

Teresa Matteson, Benton SWCD
All FCA/OCA staff members

CTWS John Day Basin staff, especially Deana! 
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With that, thanks to all who supported this project, and I’ll take any questions. 



Monitoring Plan

• Part I—Implementation Monitoring (Short-
term)
– Watch for triggers: Do cows need to move?
– Is our current grazing plan working? 
– What do we need to change next year?
– Isolate effects of cows

• Part II– Effectiveness Monitoring (Long-term)
– A. Long-term vegetation and bank stability trends
– B. Soil health and function

Presenter
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Our monitoring plan is twofold......First, implementation monitoring– focused on short term indicators that tell us how our maangement is working or not working, and help us isolate the effects of management that we can link later to long-term ecological changes.Second, effectiveness monitoring– focused on long term ecological trends. This has two components. First, we’ll track the continued regeneration of riparian vegetation and channel geomorphology. Second, we’ll investigate soil health and function. Part I is still in the planning stages, but part II has been continuous since before grazing began, in 2013. 



Multiple Indicator Monitoring (MIM)
Short term indicators = Inform adaptive management

Stubble height
(How much cover did cows leave @ end of season?)

Streambank alteration
(How much bank did cows trample?)

Woody species use
(How many willows, etc. did cows browse?)

Presenter
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For much of our monitoring, we are following a protocol commonly used by many federal agencies to track the success of riparian grazing programs– Multiple Indicator Monitoring, or MIM. Annually, we will measure short term indicators just before and just after grazing. These indicators inform management for the next season, and can also serve as in-season triggers telling us it’s time to move the cows.Measuring stubble height of key species– i.e. deep rooted hydric species like rushes and sedges that are crucial to holding a streambank in place—tells us how much of these plants cows left at the end of the season. If stubble height is too short, plants will struggle to recover and maintain that bank stability. Measuring streambank alteration is just a way to quantify the % of the bank that cows actively altered via hoof shear, break offs, etc. You can measure this just after grazing and again before grazing the following year to see how much the stream has been able to repair itself and bounce back. Believe it or not, streams are actually quite resilient. Measuring woody species use tells us how much willow, alder and cottonwood the cows were munching on. If the percent woody species use goes too high, the plants won’t be able to grow properly to shade the stream, and it’s unlikely that new seedlings will be able to recruit. Luckily, cows usually don’t start eating woody species until all the delicious green grass has gone brown, so you can easily manage woody species use simply by grazing in the proper season.  



Multiple Indicator Monitoring (MIM)
Long term indicators = Ecological trends over time
Streambank stability

(Bank recovering from erosive state?)

Woody species age class, height class 
(Trees successfully recruiting, shading stream?)

Greenline-to-greenline width 
(Stream channel recovering from overwidening, narrowing over time?)

Greenline composition
(Desirable native plants present? Invasives decreasing?)

Residual pool depth and frequency
(Stream channel deepening? Sufficient habitat structure for fish?)

Substrate
(Sedimentation occurring?)
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And these are our long term indicators, measured once every 3-5 years, that help us track the ecological trends over time and connect them to the effects of management.....(Read each one)



“Traditional” pastures on Tribal 
Conservation Area

“Traditional” pastures on Tribal 
Conservation Area

Traditionally-grazed pasture 
Riparian pasture, formerly exclosed, now lightly grazed



1995

1939

2014
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The Mainstem Forrest Conservation Area was formerly the John Forrest Ranch, purchased by Forrest family in 1908. The first aerial photos were taken in 1939, and you can the river running along here from right to left....the black line is the property boundary. You can observe the river is pretty sinuous here and is maintaining what looks like a pretty healthy riparian forest included mixed age classes of trees—probably cottonwoods, willows, and alder mostly–  extending a decent ways away from the river. By sixty years later, just a few years prior to the acquisition of the ranch by CTWS, not only has the river been artificially straightened and rip-rapped in places– you can see the channel has lost some of its former sinuosity– it also has what looks like a lot less riparian vegetation. The only trees left are old, mature trees and it looks like most of the younger trees have disappeared.....likely recruitment was suppressed by intensive season-long grazing. In 2001 CTWS bought the property and fenced the entire riparian corridor, excluding all cows– although we continued to practice rotational grazing in the surrounding lands. Thirteen years later, in 2014, you can see evidence of some of those totally barren banks starting to have a resurgence of vegetation. [[Is it clear enough now that we have traditional grazing in the adjacent pastures, and how that all works?Should I animate in fences or something similar?]]



Channel simplification through time 
less productive juvenile salmon habitat

Presenter
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Although we don’t know exactly what the floodplain looked like 200 years ago, we suspect it was a multi-threaded, complex channel providing a productive habitat for juvenile salmon to rest, hide and feed . Over time, after Euroamerican settlement, simplification and narrowing of the channel was done to create more pasture for cattle.  Although we don’t really know for sure, this is one depiction of what that process may have looked like. 



image: http://caltrout.org/regions/central-california-region/
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We know that the limiting factor for salmon populations in this basin is not spawning habitat for adults– it’s rearing habitat for juveniles, which we can closely tie to loss of riparian vegetation and a multi-threaded channel form in the John Day floodplain from years of agricultural use. Loss of riparian vegetation and that complex channel system means a loss of productive places for juvenile fish to grow up. This photo almost speaks for itself. And the fatter juvenile salmon can get before they head out to sea..... the more chance they have of surviving and coming back to spawn. So ensuring we can restore juvenile habitat is crucial. 
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